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Motivating Readers to Make Meaning 
by International Reading Association & Teacher Created Material’s  

                            Best-Selling Author Valerie Ellery 

The ability to make “deeper” __________ 
of what is being read. 


4

C  onsideration: Building Knowledge!
!Comprehensive Literacy Classroom

C = Curriculum  (CSR page 13)
What the students need to know and be able to ____.!

word work (phonological awareness, phonics), fluency, vocabulary, comprehension

Know the:

Ass
ess

me
nt Instruction

Standards - Based Curriculum

C

C = _________________   (Content) 
A = _________________   (Product) 
I  = _________________   (Process) 

A I
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Ass
ess

me
nt Instruction

Standards - Based Curriculum

C
                  CCSS Literacy Strands:  

                     Reading, Writing, Speaking & Listening, Language 

K" 1" 2" 3" 4" 5"
With prompting and 
support, retell familiar 
stories, including key 
details.  

 

Retell stories, including 
key details, and 
demonstrate 
understanding of their 
central message or 
lesson.  

 

Recount stories, including 
fables and folktales from 
diverse cultures, and 
determine their central 
message, lesson, or moral.  

 

Recount stories, including 
fables, folktales, and myths 
from diverse cultures; 
determine the central 
message, lesson, or moral and 
explain how it is conveyed 
through key details in the 
text.  

Determine a theme of a 
story, drama, or poem 
from details in the text; 
summarize the text.  

 

Determine a theme of a 
story, drama, or poem from 
details in the text, including 
how characters in a story or 
drama respond to challenges 
or how the speaker in a 
poem reflects upon a topic; 
summarize the text. 

"
"
"
"
"
"
"

6" 7" 8"
Determine a central idea of a text and how 
it is 2. conveyed through particular details; 
provide a summary of the text distinct from 
personal opinions 
or judgments.  

Determine two or more central ideas 
in a text and 2. analyze their 
development over the course of the 
text; provide an objective summary 
of the text.  

Determine a central idea of a text and 
analyze its development over the course of 
the text, including its relationship to 
supporting ideas; provide an objective 
summary of the text.  

"

CCSS Strand: Reading Informational Text                                          Anchor Standard 2:

Think About…
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Figure 1.2 Strategies Within the Essential Reading Components

Word Study:
Phonological Awareness 
and Phonics

Word Power:
Vocabulary

Finding the Flow: 
Fluency

All Roads Lead to:
Comprehension

 1. Rhyming 

 2. Isolating and 
Identifying Sounds

 3. Blending and 
Segmenting Sounds

 4. Synthesizing Sounds

 5. Analyzing Sounds

 6. Embedding

 7. Spelling

 8. Recognizing

 1. Associating

 2. Contextualizing

 3. Categorizing

 4. Visual Imaging

 5. Analyzing Words

 6. Word Awareness

 7. Wide Reading

 8. Referencing

 1. Phrasing

 2. Assisted Reading

 3. Rereading

 4. Expressing

 5. Pacing 

 6. Wide Reading

 7. Accuracy

 1. Previewing

 2. Activating and 
Building Schemas

 3. Predicting

 4. Questioning

 5. Visualizing and 
Sensory Imaging

 6. Inferring and Drawing 
Conclusions

 7. Determining 
Importance

 8. Summarizing

 9. Synthesizing

Literacy is the basis for all other content-area learning. If students cannot read and write 
proficiently through various modes of meaning, their resulting inability to acquire necessary 
academic achievements in other areas becomes a deficit for learning. Content-area literacy 
involves students reading and writing about multiple forms of texts (Readence, Bean, and 
Baldwin 2007). The literacy communalities of reading, writing, and thinking still underpin 
these content areas, even with a variety of text formats. Multimodal learning is necessary in 
helping students meet the challenges of multiple forms of text in today’s society across content 
areas (Jewitt and Kress 2003; Shanahan and Shanahan 2008; Thompson 2008; Unsworth 
and Heberle 2009). These various modes of text representations (e.g., digital media, artistic 
designs, symbols, and images) support the learners’ meaning-making process. Teachers who 
are serious about their commitment to developing a comprehensive literacy classroom must put 
this commitment into practice with a daily schedule that devotes ongoing literacy development 
throughout the entire day, throughout all content areas. Integrating with the content areas 
of science, social studies, and mathematics is the key to sound and relevant learning. Several 
important factors that support high-quality literacy learning instruction while implementing 
the standards, include maximizing the time students spend on reading, blending reading and 
writing into every subject area, explicitly instructing students about how to construct meaning 
from texts, applying critical literacy, incorporating inquiry-based learning, reading closely to 
use text evidence to support reasoning of understanding, and providing students with many 
opportunities to discuss what they are reading and share from different points of view (Behrman 
2006; Hall and Piazza 2008; Knapp 1995; Lenz 2006; CCSS 2010).

To think about …  What is the ultimate goal?!!
That students exhibit a _____________  __________ grasp of all aspects of literacy.!

1

= musical / 
rhythmic 

= verbal / 
linguistic

= visual/ 
spatial

= logical / 
mathematical

= bodily / 
kinesthetic

= intrapersonal

= naturalist / 
environmentalist

= interpersonal

“It’s not how smart you are, it is how you are smart.”  
Gardner, 1999

FluencyWord Study

VOCABULARY

Comprehension

How does a reader move beyond literal recall and bring purpose 
and meaning to reading? !
What strategies support comprehension development?

http://www.valerieellery.com
http://www.valerieellery.com


Comprehension
Previewing
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Extension 
Place two colored Hula-Hoops™ on the floor to represent What I Know_____ and What I 
Wonder_____. Have students model their thinking as they step into each hoop.

Text Traits: Getting to Know the Text 
Purpose: ELL Technique:

To identify and use text features, supports, and structures to 
help determine the purpose of a text

Yes

Materials:

text 

Text Traits and Text Trait Bookmark (see traitsbookmark.pdf )

index cards

Learning Phases 
Before reading a chosen book, preview a specific text trait (i.e., 
features, supports, or structure) that will support students’ ability to 
determine the purpose of the text. Suggested Teacher Talk: How is 
the text structured? What text features help you preview the book?

Provide a “Text Trait” mini-lesson. Use Text Traits) to examine the 
text traits (features, supports, structure). For example, Select one text 
trait (headings) and have a student demonstrate reading the headings 
in a text and predict what they think the text will be about based on 
the headings. Continue exploring several text traits with the class.

Have students work with a partner to make predictions about a 
particular text. Suggested Teacher Talk: Based on the text features, 
what do you think the story is about? Which details or clues from 
the text did you use to make your prediction? Have students pause 
throughout the reading of the text and use text features to make 
further predictions as well as to confirm or change their previous 
predictions.

Give each student a Text Trait Bookmark. Remind them to tap into the 
traits as they preview the text to get aof what they are reading and 
begin to set their mind for the reading purpose.

pplication: Using Knowledge

Previewing 
A
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Comprehension
Determining
Importance
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Chapter Tours 
Purpose: ELL Technique:

To preview text and identify key nonfiction features Yes

Materials:

text 

a hat marked “Tour Guide”

brochures

paper

Learning Phases 
Bring in several brochures from local tourist locations or travel agents. 
Share how the brochure highlights key features of the location and 
creates a sensation for the viewer to want to visit. 

Have students embark on a tour such as a nature tour, a school tour, 
or virtual tour on the web. Have them listen to the tour guide for key 
words that help them connect and relate to the tour. Ask students to 
transfer the tour concept to a nonfiction text they will be reading. 

Have them preview the text and identify features such as photographs, 
labels, and key words that will help them determine what is important. 
Suggested Teacher Talk: Look carefully at the first and last line of 
each paragraph. What do you notice?

Have students take turns putting on the tour guide hat and leading 
a small group (e.g., heterogeneous, abilty) through a tour of the text 
students will be reading. Encourage students to make comments like 
a real tour guide. Suggested Teacher Talk: Tell me about some of the 
important ideas that struck you.

Have students reread the text and reflect on how the tour-guide 
activity supported their comprehension.

Differentiation 
Have students create a “story/concept” travel brochure using the tour-guide words. Students 
can become a tour guide by applying words identified in their brochure as guided imagery 
(adapted from Wood, Lapp, and Flood, 1992). The following is a sample of tour-guide talk:

As we look over to the left, you will notice_____ .
Focus your attention on_____ .
Coming up now is one of the highlights of_____ .
Today you will see_____ .

Tour  Guide CSR	p.	273	

Comprehension
Determining
Importance
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Chapter Tours 
Purpose: ELL Technique:

To preview text and identify key nonfiction features Yes

Materials:

text 

a hat marked “Tour Guide”

brochures

paper

Learning Phases 
Bring in several brochures from local tourist locations or travel agents. 
Share how the brochure highlights key features of the location and 
creates a sensation for the viewer to want to visit. 

Have students embark on a tour such as a nature tour, a school tour, 
or virtual tour on the web. Have them listen to the tour guide for key 
words that help them connect and relate to the tour. Ask students to 
transfer the tour concept to a nonfiction text they will be reading. 

Have them preview the text and identify features such as photographs, 
labels, and key words that will help them determine what is important. 
Suggested Teacher Talk: Look carefully at the first and last line of 
each paragraph. What do you notice?

Have students take turns putting on the tour guide hat and leading 
a small group (e.g., heterogeneous, abilty) through a tour of the text 
students will be reading. Encourage students to make comments like 
a real tour guide. Suggested Teacher Talk: Tell me about some of the 
important ideas that struck you.

Have students reread the text and reflect on how the tour-guide 
activity supported their comprehension.

Differentiation 
Have students create a “story/concept” travel brochure using the tour-guide words. Students 
can become a tour guide by applying words identified in their brochure as guided imagery 
(adapted from Wood, Lapp, and Flood, 1992). The following is a sample of tour-guide talk:

As we look over to the left, you will notice_____ .
Focus your attention on_____ .
Coming up now is one of the highlights of_____ .
Today you will see_____ .

Comprehension
Determining
Importance
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Chapter Tours 
Purpose: ELL Technique:

To preview text and identify key nonfiction features Yes

Materials:

text 

a hat marked “Tour Guide”

brochures

paper

Learning Phases 
Bring in several brochures from local tourist locations or travel agents. 
Share how the brochure highlights key features of the location and 
creates a sensation for the viewer to want to visit. 

Have students embark on a tour such as a nature tour, a school tour, 
or virtual tour on the web. Have them listen to the tour guide for key 
words that help them connect and relate to the tour. Ask students to 
transfer the tour concept to a nonfiction text they will be reading. 

Have them preview the text and identify features such as photographs, 
labels, and key words that will help them determine what is important. 
Suggested Teacher Talk: Look carefully at the first and last line of 
each paragraph. What do you notice?

Have students take turns putting on the tour guide hat and leading 
a small group (e.g., heterogeneous, abilty) through a tour of the text 
students will be reading. Encourage students to make comments like 
a real tour guide. Suggested Teacher Talk: Tell me about some of the 
important ideas that struck you.

Have students reread the text and reflect on how the tour-guide 
activity supported their comprehension.

Differentiation 
Have students create a “story/concept” travel brochure using the tour-guide words. Students 
can become a tour guide by applying words identified in their brochure as guided imagery 
(adapted from Wood, Lapp, and Flood, 1992). The following is a sample of tour-guide talk:

As we look over to the left, you will notice_____ .
Focus your attention on_____ .
Coming up now is one of the highlights of_____ .
Today you will see_____ .

“It enables readers to _____________ text features, _______ 

to get a sense of what the text is about, and identify 

organizational ____________”. (CSR p. 227)

http://www.valerieellery.com
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Anticipation/Reaction  (CSR p. 239)  

Activating & Building 
Schema: 
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Name:  _____________________________________ Date:  _________________

Anticipation/Reaction Guide

Text:  ___________________________________________________

Directions: Read the anticipation statement and decide if you agree or 
disagree with it.

In the Me column, place a + symbol if you agree with the statement. 
(You think the statement is true.) If you disagree with the statement, 
place an x. (You think the statement is false/not true.)

Read the text to confi rm or change your opinion of the statement. Place 
a + in the Text column if the statement in the text is true and an x if it is 
not true.

Record your reaction to the process in the Reaction column.

Anticipation Statement Me Text Reaction
(confi rmed or changed)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Visualizing & Sensory Imaging
Sensory Impressions  (CSR p.263)  

“…allows readers to ___________ relevant 

thoughts and memories ______________ to the 

text.” (CSR p. 235


Unwrap one layer of ball 
Read statement and discuss with 

group Pass ball and continue unwrapping 

each layer 
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Evaluating (Extended Thinking) 
Which predictions were proven true in the text? Which predictions 
need to be changed?
How did you formulate your prediction? Have you read or heard of 
something like this before to be able to come up with your prediction?

Creating (Extended Thinking) 
Justify your hypothesis. How did the process of predicting, and 
modifying your predictions enhance your motivation before, during, 
and after reading?  
What are the benefits of previewing key words and phrases before 
reading? Justify your thinking as you confirm or reassess your original 
response to the statements. 

Behavior Indicators for Predicting 
As you implement the various techniques that support this strategy, use the following 

behaviors as a guide to assess students’ ability to predict. Do students exhibit these behaviors 
never, rarely, often, or always?
 ❑ Analyze illustrations within text and observe clues about topic or events
 ❑ Forecast what a text will be about 
 ❑ Compose, confirm, or modify predictions

Frame This!
CSR p. 261

http://www.valerieellery.com
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Ass
ess

me
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Standards - Based Curriculum

A pplication: Using Knowledge

I Summarizing

Comprehension
Summarizing
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Together as a class, create a pyramid to model the process as follows:

Line 1: character’s name in a single word (nonfiction—one major idea)

Line 2: two words to describe that character (nonfiction—two 
supporting details)

Line 3: three words to portray the setting on the third line, or they can 
add three different locations (nonfiction—describing major idea)

Line 4: explain the problem using four descriptive words on the fourth 
line, or four specific conflicts occurring in the text (nonfiction—four 
words describing another supporting detail)

Lines 5–7: five, six, and seven will present three different events that 
occurred, each one utilizing the corresponding number of words for 
their lines (nonfiction—author’s purpose and vocabulary words)

Line 8: select eight words to express the solution to the problem 

Have small groups construct pyramids.

Have students use their pyramid to summarize the text. (nonfiction—
summarize topic) Suggested Teacher Talk: Using your pyramid, 
explain what your topic was about. 

Extension 
Use the Narrative and Informational Text Pyramid for students to reflect on story details 
and record during a class Interactive read-aloud. Have them justify their sections with a 
partner.

Somebody/Wanted/But/So 
Purpose: ELL Technique:

To organize key information in a story and construct a graphic 
organizer to outline the story elements

Yes

Materials:

text 

paper

Hula-Hoops™ (optional)

Comprehension
Summarizing
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Learning Phases 
Model using the framework Somebody Wanted But So (Schmidt 
and Buckley 1990) to retell a life event or a movie. Write the SWBS
framework on the board or overhead in a four-column chart. Identify 
and model the elements for SWBS, which are: 

Somebody is the main character or historical figure, as you record it 
on the chart.

Wanted represents the plot or motivation that is occurring to the 
Somebody. 

But stands for the conflict or challenge the Somebody faces.

So represents the outcome or resolution.

With students, compose a summary statement that the SWBS 
framework creates by combining the SWBS elements. Explain how 
students can use this SWBS framework to help them summarize any 
narrative text. 

If they are using this technique with a longer novel, have students 
write a SWBS for each chapter or individual characters. It also helps 
students identify main ideas and details, recognize cause-and-effect 
relationships, make generalizations, and analyze points of view.

In small groups, have students fold a sheet of paper into fourths and 
write the following headings on the four sections: Somebody, Wanted, 
But, and So and then summarize a narrative text that they all have 
read. Have them share as they record responses on their SWBS 
graphic organizer. 

Using a story that students have read, have students complete their 
individual charts by writing a statement under each section: Somebody
(identify the character), Wanted (describe the character’s goal or 
motivation), But (describe a conflict that impedes the character), and 
So (describe the resolution of the conflict). Suggested Teacher Talk:
How can you use important ideas to condense  the information in this 
story?

Extension 
Place fourHula-Hoops™ on the classroom floor and tell students that each hoop represents 
one of the four headings (Somebody, Wanted, But, So). Have students stand inside the 
hoops after reading a story and summarize each corresponding aspect as they walk through 
the hoops. Suggested Teacher Talk: Which details are the most and least important?

CSR	p.	282	

SESSION 1 
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Ripple Effect (page 188) Purpose: to activate questions and stimulate 
thinking based on the generated questions 

Procedure:  

 

 

 

 

Multiple 
Intelligences: 
Visual/spatial, 
verbal/linguistic, 
interpersonal, 
bodily/kinesthetic, 
logical, 
intrapersonal, 
naturalist/ 
environmentalist 

 

Su
m
m
ar

iz
in
g 

Somebody Wanted But So (page 206) Purpose: To organize key 
information in a story and construct a graphic organizer to outline the 
story elements 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Multiple 
Intelligences: 
Visual/Spatial, 
Verbal/Linguistic, 
Interpersonal 
 
 
* Think about and 
formulate “techer talk” 
to bring students to the 
understanding of why 
we are doing this. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

R
ef

le
ct

io
n 

    
 

 
Take a moment…reflect on the comprehension strategies and techniques you experienced in 
today’s session.  What is one idea from this session that you plan to use in your classroom? 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

S B 

W S 
     

4
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!

!
Summary Ball  (CSR p.. 280) 

Red=	who	
Green=	where	
Blue=	what	
Yellow=	when	
White=	=	why	
Orange=	how	

Determining  Importance & 

Comprehension
Determining
Importance
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Main Idea Wheel 
Purpose: ELL Technique:

To identify what is essential within the text Yes

Materials:

text 

Main Idea Wheel: Six Spokes (see 
wheelsixspokes.pdf) 

Main Idea Wheel: Four Spokes (see 
wheelfourspokes.pdf)

items for creating spinning wheel 
such as pencil, brad, or paper clip 
(optional)

Learning Phases 
Choose a familiar text and copy either Main Idea Wheel: Six Spokes 
or the Four Spokes. Discuss the concept of compiling important 
information to gather the main idea. Identify and record the important 
concept from a text in the center part of the wheel where students can 
view and observe your thinking process. Share how you think about 
what you have read and record important details. Ponder the details 
and determine from the information recorded what is essential and 
can be the “gist” of all the information gathered. Record the essential 
information on the spokes of the wheel. 

Continue to the next section of the wheel and have students sift 
salient information to be recorded. Investigate with students how 
to read closely to determine what the author is trying to convey as 
essential. Continue the process until a class Main Idea Wheel has 
been completed. Lead a discussion about what various parts of 
information were placed on the spokes as being important. Read each 
of the spokes and connect them together to create a group summary 
based on the essential details of the text.

Divide students into groups. Assign each group a different section 
or chapter of text to determine the essential details and record on a 
Main Idea Wheel. Students’ discussions should focus on why they feel 
it was an essential part of the story/concept.

Students create their own Main Idea Wheels based on a text they are 
independently reading. Have them reflect on the ideas and statements 
they wrote on their spokes and on how these ideas supported their 
process of making meaning from the text.

Extension 
Students can cut out their wheels and create a puzzle effect or create spinners for the 
wheel by attaching them to an item like a pencil using a brad or paper clip. Students spin 
their wheels and share with a partner the detailed information they gathered from the text 
that is within that spoke of the wheel. 
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